
Social Committee Minutes
June 6, 2016

Members in attendance:  Lois Schaffer, Peggy Schulz, Peggy Strauss, Mary Kay Owen, Lorrie Washburn,
Helen Dodds, Helen Jones, Janice Overdorff
Members absent: Roland Tanner, Marie-France Ganansia, Judy Wakefield, Sissy Riley

The meeting was called to order.  Reading of the minutes was not done because all members received
them via email. A motion was made and seconded to accept the minutes.  

Old Business 
Out to Lunch – Sissy sent a report that lunch on 5/13/16 at Nando Mexican restaurant was

attended by 27 people who enjoyed eating while sitting out on the patio. On  6/10/16 we have our
annual brunch scheduled for 9:30 AM at Mimi’s on Alma School with Mary Kay in charge. 

Events –The tour of the Aviation Maintenance Technology at Gilbert Airport was attended by 14
people and was a great success. It was a very complete tour and was extremely informative, thanks to
Sissy’s hard work. Lorrie has not been able to get in touch with anyone regarding the tour of the Wild
Horse Pass Hotel and Casino but will keep trying. The Chandler Railroad Museum is set for  10/27/16
(Helen Jones) at a cost of $13 which includes lunch. We are still planning on touring the United Food
Bank on 11/16/16 (Sissy).

New Business 
Future Out-to-Lunch – Lois has scheduled lunch on 7/8/16 at Islamorada Fish Company and for

8/12/16 at La Stalla Cucina Rustica in downtown Chandler. In September since Open House has been
scheduled on 9/9/16 we may schedule an early dinner at 5:00 PM – possibly Chinese or BBQ. 

Future Events – We have nothing scheduled for June or July at  the moment.  Janice will  be
looking into a tour of the Museum of the West in Scottsdale for possibly Thursday, 8/25/16. There is an
$11 charge. Helen Dodds reported on the tour of the Commemorative Air Force Museum in Mesa. We
need to pay in advance with checks for $10 to be made out to Helen. This will be scheduled for 9/29/16
at 10:00 AM with money due by 9/22/16. There is a restaurant nearby (The Monastery) for those who
would also like to have lunch.  

Holiday Party – The Chandler-Gilbert Community College Jazz Ensemble is not available. Since it
is  hard  to  find  entertainment  in  our  price  range  we are  thinking  of  sending  out  a  request  to  the
membership  for  suggestions  of  people  they  know  or  possibly  members  themselves  who  might  be
performers.

Our meeting was then adjourned.

Next Meeting – NO MEETING IN JULY.  Next meeting will be August 8, 2016, 9:30 AM with location to be
determined.

Respectfully submitted,

Peggy Strauss


